Power Scaler Tips/Inserts

Power Scalers

Dentsply Sirona Preventive: Cavitron

Dentsply Sirona Preventive: Cavitron

For hygienists who strive for efficiency,
comfort and performance, the Cavitron
family of inserts works together to
deliver the highest standard in
ultrasonic scaling. They have a
comprehensive line of ultrasonic
scaling inserts designed to best
serve dentists, their patients
and their practice.

With a legacy of quality and performance, the Cavitron
family of products continues to innovate to meet all
office needs. The Cavitron Touch Ultrasonic Scaling
System offers an advanced experience. The unit
features the exclusive Steri-Mate 360 handpiece that
enables the clinician to rotate the insert while holding the
nose of the handpiece. A modern touch screen interface provides ease
of use with added memory presets and customizable power settings for improved
efficiency. The system also features a lightweight, detachable handpiece cord for
improved ergonomics.

(Votes: 300 of 630)
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Practice Management

Consultants and Advisors

Jay Geier’s Scheduling Institute
The Scheduling Institute is a private dental practice consultancy that grows
independent practices into thriving businesses that can either be sold for
maximum value or kept for a lifetime of revenue. They are the original
new patient generation experts and for 20 years their 5-star system has
guaranteed an increase in new patients by leveraging a team to produce
greater results with no additional marketing or advertising.
(Votes: 66 of 718)
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Dental Marketing

Lighthouse 360
Lighthouse 360 provides dental practices with a fully
automated platform to increase efficiency and decrease
missed patient appointments. Features include automated
recall, reactivation letters, patient reviews, online bill pay
and Fill-In—the first solution to automatically find and fill
last-minute cancellations.
(Votes: 63 of 719)
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Equipment and Practice Finance

Bank of America Practice Solutions
For more than 20 years, Bank of America Practice Solutions has served the needs of dentists
by offering financial products and services to the dental community. Whether dentists own a
practice or are just getting started, Bank of America Practice Solutions can provide customized
financial solutions to fit their needs.
(Votes: 98 of 719)
FREE FACTS, circle 124 on card
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Practice Management
Message On-Hold Systems

West: TeleVox On-Hold Messaging
A captive audience. A valuable opportunity. TeleVox’s
on-hold messaging system provides on-hold
messages and music for existing telephone systems.
Features of the service include professional
scriptwriting, high-quality recording and ease of use.
Visit televox.com for more information.
(Votes: 28 of 719)
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Patient Finance

CareCredit
For nearly 30 years CareCredit, from Synchrony Financial, has helped millions of people
pay for needed and desired care and health expenses. CareCredit is a health, wellness and
personal care credit card accepted through a national network of more than 200,000 health
care providers and health care focused retailers. For more information about CareCredit, call
800-300-3046 or visit carecredit.com. For more information about Synchrony Financial visit
synchronyfinancial.com.
(Votes: 503 of 719)
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Software: Patient Communication Systems

Lighthouse 360
Developed specifically for dental practices, Lighthouse 360 is the all-in-one automated
patient communication software that seamlessly integrates with practice management
software to help keep schedules full, practices running efficiently, and improve
relationships with patients.

Software: Patient Education

Patterson Dental: CAESY Patient
Education Systems
Consumers today expect detailed information, both
chairside and at their fingertips, and Patterson
Dental has the tools. Users can educate their
patients and increase treatment plan acceptance
using more than 280 multimedia presentations
featuring 3-D animation, video, narration and
colorful images. The result is healthier smiles and
healthier practice production.
(Votes: 90 of 719)
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Software: Practice Management

Henry Schein Practice Solutions: Dentrix
Henry Schein Dentrix has 35,000 practices currently
using the system to grow their practices. Awardwinning tools provide superior charting capabilities,
improved productivity and superior imaging
connectivity. Dentrix is what dentists need to build
a digital dental office.
(Votes: 207 of 718)
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Website Design and Services

Great Dental Websites
Software: Practice
Management Enhancements

Henry Schein Practice
Solutions: Dentrix eServices - eClaims
Dentrix eClaims simplifies the insurance claim submission process so
the front office team spends less time creating claims and waiting for
reimbursements. Seamless integration into Dentrix allows users to create
claims, add attachments and send them to payers with just a few clicks of
the mouse—all without ever leaving Dentrix.

Great Dental Websites’ powerful platform makes it easy for practices
to manage and edit their dental websites. Developed specifically for
dental practices, Great Dental Websites’ team of engineers manages
and updates the software at no additional cost to ensure that websites
never become outdated or irrelevant.
(Votes: 37 of 719)
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Prosthodontics

Burs: Diamond

Brasseler USA
A market leader in the industry, Peter Brasseler Series diamonds from Brasseler
USA provide the perfect balance between smoothness, cutting efficiency and
longevity. With the largest selection of diamonds offered, each diamond is
manufactured using a proprietary diamond selection and bonding process.
(Votes: 129 of 568)
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Burs: Diamond

Microcopy: NeoDiamond
NeoDiamond is America’s highest-rated, No.
1 selling diamond bur with 20 percent more
diamond cutting surface for a faster cut with
less chair time. NeoDiamond is individually
packaged, sterilized and color-coded with
Quick Grit ID for safety and convenience. For
more information, call 800-235-1863 or visit
microcopydental.com/neodiamond.

Burs: Carbide

Brasseler USA
Brasseler USA’s Feather Touch Carbides feature a
proprietary blade design that provides a more controlled,
smoother cut with a feather touch. With one of the
largest selections in the dental
industry, Brasseler USA offers
a wide variety of operative,
surgical, finishing and lab
carbides for virtually any dental
procedure.
(Votes: 151 of 568)
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